General information
This brochure explains the student finance options that support students of various
disciplines. It also covers loan facilities and reference is made to the dual degree at the
TUHH.
This is not an exhaustive list. A list of some smaller scholarship providers can be requested
from the
Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft
Email: mail@stifterverband.de

Scholarships are awarded according to the foundations’ requirements and resources, as well
as the respective funding priorities. Some foundations may not be awarding scholarships
currently or are only supporting university research projects.
In general, the awarding of scholarships is subject to certain conditions, such as the need to
engage in political or religious activity. It is sometimes expected that the scholarship holder
work for the foundation fund or for its benefit after completing their degree.
The selection criteria and obligations specified in this brochure are not exhaustive. Please
find further information by visiting the websites listed.
An overview of scholarship opportunities for German students and graduates abroad can be
found online: www.daad.de. For further information, we recommend looking at the
websites listed in the appendix.

We would welcome any comments or suggestions.
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1.

Scholarships for German and
international students

Dr. Arthur Pfungst Stiftung
Website: www.pfungst-stiftung.de
Foundation goal
The foundation goal is to foster “the common good by supporting education among all
social classes”.
Requirements
Individual scholarships are awarded to gifted students studying at a university or university
of applied sciences.
A scholarship is awarded on the basis of “being gifted” and “financial need”. Applicants
must provide evidence of both by means of copies of certificates, evidence of academic
achievement from studies already commenced, as well as a statement of their income and
that of their parents. Clear career goals should be stated and the degree should be linear
and focused on the qualification.



It is only possible to apply after having studied for approx. 2 semesters.
Second degree courses are not funded.

Avicenna-Studierendenwerk e.V.
Website: www.avicenna-studienwerk.de
Funding purpose
The purpose of the scholarship fund, which was founded in March 2012, is to support
talented Muslim students and doctoral candidates.
General requirements:
Above-average academic performance, social commitment and a convincing argument are
all required when applying to the Avicenna-Studienwerk. High school graduates and
students can apply.
Formal requirements:


Muslim (non-Muslim applicants may also be supported in exceptional cases).



Citizen of an EU member state/residents of Germany with eligibility for funding as per
section 8 of BAföG.
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Enrolled at a state or state-recognised German university.



In the case of students, they must still have at least 4 semesters of the standard period
of study remaining. It is also possible to apply before starting a four-semester Master’s
course.

Bayer Foundations
Bayer Science & Education Foundation
Website: www.bayer-stiftungen.de
Foundation goal
Funding is provided for students studying their main degree and graduates who have
qualified within the past two years.
The Bayer Fellowship Program is aimed at students and apprentices in scientific and medical
disciplines. In addition to the Bayer Fellowship Program, Bayer offers a number of other
forms of funding.
Requirements:
Internationality is a key aspect: The foundation only supports projects abroad completed by
applicants from Germany, or scholarship holders who study or work abroad and aspire to
complete a project in Germany.





Biology and molecular biology
Bioengineering and bioinformatics
Chemistry and biochemistry
Pharmacy

Claussen Simon Stiftung
Website: http://www.claussen-simon-stiftung.de/stiftung.html
Foundation goal
Since 1982, the ‘Claussen Stiftung’ has been supporting scientifically and technically gifted
young people. Since 2017, it has particularly supported female students who are aiming for
a Bachelor’s degree in a MINT subject. Every year, scholarships of max. EUR 1500 per month
are awarded for a Master’s programme to be studied in Germany.
Requirements:




Very good Bachelor’s qualification
Students of any discipline on Master’s courses studied in Germany will be supported.
The application must be submitted prior to starting the Master’s degree
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In addition to supporting Master’s courses, there is a comprehensive support programme
for young academics.

Cusanuswerk Bischöfliche Studienförderung
Website: www.cusanuswerk.de
Foundation goal
Supporting particularly talented and committed students and doctoral candidates of all
disciplines at universities, music colleges, art colleges and universities of applied sciences.
Requirements:





Catholic
German citizenship, citizenship of another EU member state, or resident of Germany
with eligibility for funding as per section 8 of BAföG
Enrolled at a state-recognised university in Germany, an EU member state or
Switzerland
At least another five semesters of the standard period of study remaining at the time of
acceptance

Das Demokratische Stipendium (ON HOLD)
Website: www.stipendium.de

German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)
Website: www.daad.de
Foundation goal
According to its statutes, the DAAD has the task of promoting international study relations,
particularly fostering academic and scientific exchange between Germany and abroad.
Scientists, professors and students of all disciplines, including the arts, from almost every
country in the world participate in this exchange.
Information about the DAAD’s funding opportunities for German and foreign students,
graduates, doctoral candidates, post-doctoral graduates and university teachers can be
found on the DAAD scholarship database.
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Dual degree at the TUHH
Website: https://dual.tuhh.de/
Eligible applicants
Those interested in studying a B.Sc. course at the TUHH
Requirements








Ability, curiosity and commitment
Aged between 18 and 25
General higher education entrance qualification
Good results in mathematics and physics
For foreign applicants: Proof of residence permit and work permit following graduation.
For applicants: completed military or civilian service, or proof of withdrawal or
exemption
Discipline, reliability, independence and ability to work in a team

Applications for a scholarship place as part of a dual degree must be submitted directly to
the company of your choice. You must also apply for the relevant course at the TUHH. The
application period for companies begins in autumn of the previous year and ends on 30th
June. We highly recommend that you apply early. The application deadline for the TUHH is
15th July

E. W. Kuhlmann Stiftung
Website: http://www.studien-abschluss-hilfe.de/
and
www.rollendes-stipendium-hamburg.de
A principle of the E.W. Kuhlmann Stiftung is to provide HELP FOR SELF-HELP. There are two
funding options:
Study grant micro loans
For many years, the foundation has been supporting students who find themselves in
financial difficulty during the final phase of their studies by granting interest-free loans for
five years, up to a maximum amount of EUR 2000 per student. Repayment must be made by
the fifth year at the latest; in the sixth year, interest at the equivalent rate of the respective
borrower’s bank would be due. The amounts repaid are used for new micro loans. The
completed application form is to be sent to the foundation, together with a photo, letter
and completed checklist.
Requirements
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Good academic achievements
Students due to conclude the examination procedure within nine months and start their
professional career after graduation

Rolling Hamburg scholarship
With its “Rolling scholarship” programme, the foundation supports students of almost any
discipline who will complete their degree within 24 months and will then start their
professional career.
Each quarter, the foundation grants a loan of a maximum of EUR 12,000, which is interestfree for seven years. Payment is made in two instalments. The amounts repaid are used to
guarantee similar scholarships. It is possible to apply at any time. To avoid unnecessary
effort, it is recommended to submit a pre-application enquiry online: www.rollendesstipendium-hamburg.
Requirements
 Enrolment at a higher education institution in Hamburg
 Completing a degree within 24 months and then starting a professional career

E-fellows.net – online scholarship
Website: www.e-fellows.net/show/detail.php/2036
Foundation goal
The online scholarship is particularly aimed at students of law and economics, as well as
students of natural sciences and engineering.

Requirements
The programme supports students with above-average talent, doctoral students and legal
trainees. Applicants from universities and other higher education institutions are accepted.

Erich Becker Stiftung
Website: www.erich-becker-stiftung.de
Foundation goal
Support is given for written academic work in the field of air transport, including logistics
and mobility, by awarding scholarships and prizes for special achievements.
Requirements
Scholarships are awarded to individuals who are interested in aviation-related topics at
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universities in Germany and abroad who are working on or planning one of the following:




Diploma, Master’s or similar academic dissertations;
Doctoral theses;
Post-doctoral theses.

Work undertaken at Bachelor’s level is not supported.
Applications can be submitted by post or electronically at any time as long as the work has
not yet been completed and submitted to the responsible university body.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Erich Müller Stiftung
Website: http://stiftungen.stifterverband.info/t001_muellererich/index.html
Foundation goal
The purpose of the foundation is to promote education in engineering sciences at German
universities.
Requirements:
Scholarships are awarded to students of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
chemical engineering, environmental technology and materials science. Scholarships
covering physics, computer science or chemistry are only within the scope of the foundation
if there is a direct practical connection to engineering sciences. Students at universities or
technical universities are supported.

Ernest Solvay Stiftung
Website: www.solvay-stiftung.de
Foundation goal
The foundation’s study grants enable students of chemical engineering, process
engineering, technical chemistry and bioengineering at German-speaking universities in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland to study abroad, and students from Eastern and Central
European countries to conduct research at a university in Germany.
Requirements


Funding is provided for students in higher semesters who wish to write a
study/Bachelor’s dissertation or diploma/Master’s dissertation at a foreign university.



Prerequisites are above-average academic achievements and good language skills.



In addition to complying with these general criteria, within the framework of the current
allocation of funding, the foundation would also welcome work that deals with the
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topics of energy storage, renewable energies and materials for electronics (printed
electronics).


Furthermore, there is the possibility to support students from Eastern and Central
European countries who conduct research at a university in Germany as part of their
studies.

Ernst Ludwig Ehrlich Studienwerk
Website: www.eles-studienwerk.de
Foundation goal
ELES supports particularly talented Jewish students and doctoral candidates who are
German citizens, EU citizens, or residents of Germany with eligibility for funding as per
section 8 of BAföG. Support is provided in line with the guidelines set out by the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research. It is provided for education at state and staterecognised universities, i.e. universities, universities of applied sciences, as well as art and
music colleges in Germany, the EU and Switzerland. Non-Jewish students may also apply.
Requirements


At the time of application, applicants must still have at least five semesters of study
before they reach the maximum funding period under BAföG, which corresponds to the
standard period of study.
For students on a Bachelor’s course, this standard period of study also includes the foursemester Master’s phase following the Bachelor’s course.



We expect above-average school and academic achievements, but also commitment
beyond that: in Jewish communities, in the social sector, in youth work, in student
organisations and in society more generally.



Scholarship holders are expected to regularly exchange ideas with their lecturers and to
actively participate in the alumni network of the Ernst Ludwig Ehrlich Studienwerk after
the end of their scholarship.
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Evangelisches Studienwerk e.V. Villigst
Website: www.evstudienwerk.de
Foundation goal
The programme supports talented Protestant students and doctoral candidates of all
disciplines at scientific, artistic and pedagogical universities, as well as universities of applied
sciences.
Requirements


Member of a Protestant Church (in justified cases, the Board of Directors may allow
exceptions)



EU citizen, Swiss citizen or eligible for funding according to section 8 of BAföG



Proven social engagement (e.g. church, social affairs, environment, politics)



Higher education entrance qualification (soon to be expected); 4th semester not yet
completed



Degree qualifying for doctoral studies



For doctoral candidates: above-average academic achievements and studies completed
quickly

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung
Website: www.fes.de/studienfoerderung
Foundation goal
The following are supported:


Students at state or state-recognised German universities and universities of applied
sciences



Students of postgraduate programmes and Master’s courses

Requirements


Excellent academic and study-related performances



Socio-political engagement



Distinguished personality
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Friedrich Naumann Stiftung
Website: www.freiheit.org
Foundation goal
The aim is to impart liberal basic values and key qualifications to particularly qualified,
intellectual and committed students and doctoral candidates within the framework of
political education work. Funding is provided for first studies (diploma, Magister, Bachelor’s
and Master's courses) and doctorates.
Requirements


Talent
The foundation recognises both above-average talent in the field of study, and
additional specialist interests.



Character qualities such as reliability, motivation and decisiveness, as well as the
willingness to assume responsibility and actively contribute one’s own skills to further
develop society.



Liberal, political and social engagement

Hanns Seidel Stiftung e.V.
Website: www.hss.de
Foundation goal
The Hanns Seidel Stiftung’s Institute for the Advancement of the Gifted has made it its
mission to contribute to the education of a personally and scientifically highly qualified
young academic by providing financial support and support with ideas.
The target group are students and doctoral candidates who have above-average school and
academic achievements, while also showing social commitment.

Hans Böckler Stiftung
Website: www.boeckler.de
Foundation goal
The Hans Böckler Stiftung supports young people who believe that they cannot afford to
study and those who want to take on responsibility in society.
Equal educational opportunities for all: The Hans Böckler Stiftung awards scholarships for
degrees and doctorates, as well as second chance education. The foundation supports
students’ vocational orientation and the transition to work.
Requirements
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Good academic achievements



Socio-political engagement or other activities

Heinrich Böll Stiftung
Website: www.boell.de
Foundation goal
The Heinrich Böll Stiftung’s Studienwerk awards study and doctoral scholarships to German
and foreign students and doctoral candidates who demonstrate outstanding achievements
and social commitment.
Requirements
a) For German applicants and residents of Germany with eligibility for funding as per section
8 of BAföG, the following applies:
Applications can be submitted prior to admission or up until the 3rd semester of study
Key funding focuses: MINT subjects, particular target groups
b) For foreign applicants who wish to study in Germany, the following applies:


Applicants must have a first degree that qualifies them for a profession. The key
funding focus is to support graduates on a Master’s course.



Good knowledge of the German language is required; proof of this is requested.

Dr. Jost Henkel Stiftung
Website: http://www.henkel.de/karriere/jobs-und-bewerbung/-/368762
Requirements


Studying at a state or private university in Germany or abroad



All disciplines are supported, with a focus on natural sciences and economics.



Students with above-average academic achievement who lack the necessary financial
resources

Applications for funding may be submitted after intermediate examinations have been
completed.
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Kölner Gymnasial- und Stiftungsfonds
Website: www.stiftungsfonds.org
Foundation goal
The scholarships awarded by the Kölner Gymnasial- und Stiftungsfonds provide targeted
and individual support – depending on the applicant’s situation and without subsequent
repayment obligations. They help gifted pupils and students to finance their education and
living costs, and thus enable them to study in an unrestricted and concentrated way. A
growing range of educational programmes and networking activities complements the
financial support available.
The following are supported:
-

Studies at universities/universities of applied sciences with state-recognised
degrees;

-

Temporary, subject-related studies abroad;

-

Postgraduate studies that are important for the desired profession;

-

Doctoral candidates

Requirements


Good academic achievements



Funding from the 3rd university semester at the earliest; degree must be completed
within the standard period of study; in justified cases, the standard period of study may
be exceeded by up to a maximum of 30% of the standard period of study



Studies completed by the age of 30



Funding of foreign applicants only for studies in Germany

Konrad Adenauer Stiftung e.V.
Website: www.kas.de/stipendium
Foundation goal
We support particularly talented and committed young people with a scholarship. Our goal
is for them to assume responsibility as future managers and active citizens in politics,
business, science, the media, culture and society. We are guided by an image of humanity
that is shaped by Christian Democratic values.
Requirements


Students of all disciplines who fulfil the requirements of section 8 of BAföG with regard
to their nationality



German graduates



Foreign students and graduates
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Above-average degree or doctorate qualification, and social commitment for the benefit
of the foundation

Markelstiftung – currently no funding decisions
Website: www.markelstiftung.de

Otto Benecke Stiftung e.V.
Website: www.obs-ev.de
Foundation goal
The foundation’s aim is to integrate immigrants into society as quickly as possible,
particularly by continuing immigrants’ education that was interrupted in their country of
origin.
Requirements/target groups


Recent repatriates (Spätaussiedler) and their accompanying family members (provided
they are listed in the registration document)



Those entitled to asylum



Refugees under the Geneva Refugee Convention



Jewish migrants and their spouses, resettlement refugees and other persons admitted to
Germany for reasons of international law or humanitarian reasons

The application must be submitted before reaching the age of 30
As a rule, the first application must be made within two years of entry; in the case of people
entitled to asylum, the application can be made within one year of receiving legally binding
recognition (in the case of a lengthy asylum procedure).

Rheinstahl Stiftung
Website: www.rheinstahl-stiftung.de
Foundation goal
The Rheinstahl Stiftung supports talented students in their university education and
professional development by funding their studies. By providing financial and non-material
support, we hope to support our scholarship holders in achieving outstanding academic
achievements, exercising social commitment, assuming responsibility and further
developing an active interest in industry.
Requirements
Students of the following courses in particular will be supported:
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Mechanical engineering



Electrical engineering



Engineering management



Shipbuilding

Students must already be in their 3rd semester of a Bachelor’s course or on a Master’s
course.

Richard Winter Stiftung
http://www.mystipendium.de/stipendien/Richard-Winter-Stiftung-1950
Foundation goal
Funding natural sciences in research and teaching, particularly supporting students and
doctoral candidates who are talented and in need. Excellent academic achievements are
expected.

Robert Müller Stiftung
Email: rms@ra-koehncke.de; Tel.: 040-45 64 44/ 040-45 33 44
Foundation goal
Support for students on a shipbuilding course in the form of an interest-free loan.

Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung
Website: www.rosalux.de
Foundation goal
The aim of the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung is to contribute to democracy, social justice and
solidarity through political education, and to compensate for social, gender or ethnic
discrimination.
Requirements
German and foreign students of all disciplines who have been admitted to study at a state
or state-recognised higher education institution (university or university of applied sciences)
in Germany can apply for a study scholarship from the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung. German
nationals who have been admitted to study at a university in an EU member state or
Switzerland can also apply for a study scholarship.
Further requirements:
Requirements for a study scholarship are very high academic achievement, as well as proof
of a pronounced social commitment for the benefit of the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung. You
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must complete your studies within the standard period of study.

RWE Group Business
Website:
http://www.rwe.com/web/cms/de/107292/rwe/karriere/einstiegslevel/studenten/
Study grants
Students on a Master’s course in electrical engineering, communications engineering,
information and communication technology, engineering management or civil engineering
with outstanding achievements in the Bachelor's course are supported. Preference is given
to students from universities in North Rhine-Westphalia.

Sartorius Scholarship
Website: www.sartorius.de
Foundation goal
With the international scholarship programme, Sartorius supports talented students and
graduates from scientific and technical disciplines financially, professionally and personally.
Requirements
Students who already have a Bachelor’s degree in natural sciences or engineering, and are
registered for a Master’s course in Germany or India are eligible for funding. They must
demonstrate good academic achievements. Applicants should have a good command of
English and be interested in gaining experience in an international technology company.

SBB – Stiftung Begabtenförderung berufliche Bildung
Website: www.aufstiegsstipendium.de
Foundation goal
The aim of the continuing education scholarship is to support skilled workers in obtaining
further qualifications within their occupational field. The scholarship is particularly intended
for individuals who are vocationally gifted but do not have the requisite school qualifications
to enable them to study at university. The scholarship also aims to increase permeability
between vocational and academic education.

Schiffbautechnische Gesellschaft e.V.
Veith Berghoff Stiftung
Website: www.stg-online.de
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Foundation goal
The sole purpose of the foundation is to promote young academics in the field of naval
architecture and marine technology.
Requirements
Students of naval architecture, marine technology and shipping at universities and
universities of applied sciences who are studying in their fifth semester or higher are eligible
for funding.
Applicants must be members of the Schiffbautechnischen Gesellschaft e. V. There must be a
need for support.

Stiftung Johannes und Ella Hinsch
TU Hamburg
Tel.: +49 (0)40 42878 3255
Email: stiftung.hinsch@tu-harburg.de
Foundation goal


Promoting young engineering talent and scientific research in the field of hydraulics,
particularly in relation to pump technology, and possibly also fluid mechanics



Supporting needy and worthy young engineers in the field of hydraulic pump
technology, and



Supporting needy engineers who have demonstrated outstanding achievement in the
field of hydraulic pump technology.

Requirements
Students from universities, technical universities and universities of applied sciences, as well
as pupils from technical colleges and persons who, in addition to their regular work, obtain
further qualifications within the framework of organised training courses, i.e. participants in
evening courses, distance-learning students or doctoral candidates, are eligible for funding.

Stiftung Stipendien-Fonds der chemischen Industrie
Website: fonds.vci.de/stipendien
Foundation goal
Supporting doctoral students in the field of chemistry. Scholarships are awarded to German
and EU citizens.
Requirements
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Scholarships are only awarded to students who have achieved outstanding academic results
and have studied quickly.

Studienförderwerk Klaus Murmann
Website: www.sdw.org/studienfoerderwerk/
Foundation goal
We fund opportunity! Our vision is a society in which all young people can realise their
potential. We support young people who want to achieve something. We’re standing up for
their future – and thus for an equal opportunity society.
Requirements
Students and doctoral candidates with above-average academic achievements who are
willing to assume responsibility in society are eligible to apply. We are looking for people
who are committed to the community beyond their personal interests and professional
aspirations and who have a good general education.

Studierendenwerk Hamburg
Fritz Prosiegel scholarship (every 2 years)
http://www.studierendenwerkhamburg.de/studierendenwerk/de/downloads/finanzen/FritzProsiegel_Flyer_2013.pdf
Requirements
The following persons can apply:


Students born in Hamburg



Who are enrolled at a high education institution* in Hamburg and



Whose mother and/or father is/was or are/were teacher(s).

In addition, applicants should distinguish themselves through “special academic talent and
achievement”.
* University of Hamburg, HAW Hamburg, HFBK University Of Fine Arts Hamburg, Hochschule für Musik und Theater, TU Hamburg,
Bucerius Law School, Hafencity University
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Georg Panzram book money for single parents in the final phase (every 2 years)
http://www.studierendenwerkhamburg.de/studierendenwerk/de/familienservice/leistungen/Leistungen_fuer_alleinerziehende_St
udierende/Leistungen_fuer_alleinerziehende_Studierende.php

Requirements
Applications are welcome from students


Who are raising at least one child alone



Who are enrolled at a university in Hamburg



Who are in the final phase of their first degree.

Loan/finance to complete studies
http://www.studierendenwerkhamburg.de/studierendenwerk/de/finanzen/darlehen/darlehen_studienabschlussfinanzierung.php

Requirements
The loans are granted for a specific purpose only. They are granted for necessary study
expenses, and living costs in particular. As a rule, proof of need is required to grant the loan.

Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes
Website: www.studienstiftung.de
Foundation goal
The Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes is the oldest and largest scholarship organisation
for gifted students in the Federal Republic of Germany. According to its statutes, it supports
“the higher education of young people whose high academic or artistic talents and
personalities lead one to expect special achievements in the service of the general public”. It
is politically, denominationally and ideologically independent.
Requirements
You can be proposed for admission to the Studienstiftung or apply with a test yourself.
Among others, headmasters (high school graduates), examination offices and university
teachers (for students up to the second semester before completing the standard period of
study) and supervisors of doctoral projects (for doctoral students) have the right to make a
proposal.
Acceptance criteria are as follows: Achievement, initiative and a sense of responsibility. In
addition to outstanding professional achievements, the Studienstiftung expects applicants
to have developed and pursue interests and activities outside their field of study.
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TUHH Stiftung
Website: http://tuhh-stiftung.de/
Foundation goal
The Foundation for the Promotion of the Technical University of Hamburg accompanies the
university on its path to excellence.
The foundation supports research, innovative teaching methods, international campus life
and opens up career paths for students.
The foundation therefore strengthens the Hamburg metropolitan region, as well as the firstclass education of future generations.
The following persons may apply:
 People: Support for gifted students and scholarships, creative student projects


Teachers: Innovative teaching methods, teaching equipment



Research: Endowed professors, junior research groups



International campus: Art, culture, sport

Walther Blohm Stiftung
Website: www.walther-blohm-stiftung.de
Foundation goal
Support will be given to talented young aerospace professionals by granting aid





To further educate young engineers
For doctoral candidates
For stays abroad, study trips and similar, which undoubtedly serve the purpose of
further professional training
For completing technical projects in the context of university groups.

Requirements





Good to very good academic achievements
Degree completed quickly
Engagement beyond university
No other financial support for studies
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2. Scholarships for international students
2.1. Scholarships and grants from the Hamburg
University of Technology (TUHH)
Graduation grants
Requirements
Foreign TUHH students who are expected to successfully complete their studies within one
year of submitting their application. Master’s students may only apply for a grant for their
last semester. Students must provide evidence of financial need.

Performance scholarships
Requirements
Foreign students at the TUHH


whose academic achievements at the TUHH are significantly above average compared
with the corresponding group



Who have successfully completed at least one semester at the TUHH



Master’s students can only apply after the first semester

2.2. Studierendenwerk Hamburg
http://www.studierendenwerk-hamburg.de/studierendenwerk/de/finanzen/
Or
http://www.studierendenwerkhamburg.de/studierendenwerk/de/finanzen/foerderung_studenten_ausland/foerderung_st
udenten_aus_ausland.php
Eligible applicants
Foreign students who are not entitled to BAföG can receive state funding to complete their
studies. There is no legal entitlement to this funding.
Requirements
The students’ education must be completed no later than two semesters after the
application has been submitted. In addition, a performance level must be demonstrated
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that corresponds to the current semester. Students’ financial need must be proven, i.e.
there must be no financial support from parents or other sources of financing.

Websites
www.bafoeg.de (BaföG, education loan, support for gifted students)
http://www.begabtenfoerderungswerke.de/startseite.html
www.elternkompass.de
http://www.stifterverband.info/
www.stiftungsindex.de
www.stipendiumplus.de
www.Studierendenwerk-hamburg.de (student finance)
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